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ABSTRACT
This lecture addresses the issue of health and the medical and other therapeutical practices in the
east Mediterranean during later Prehistory, namely the 3rd and 2nd millennium BC. The main sources,
from which knowledge regarding the health conditions of any given population in prehistoric times
derives, are the study of the skeletal remains, the archaeological finds and the textual evidence. Three
key‐areas are examined: Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Aegean. Although Egypt offers the most
detailed picture regarding diseases and their therapy, important insights may be gained as regards the
other two areas, too. Thus, the treatment of wounds and other external injuries (legs, feet, arms and
head) suggests a sophisticated knowledge of orthopedics and surgery. There is also evidence for
infectious diseases, caused by viruses and/or bacteria. Hence, disease and injury would have played
an important role in life and death in prehistoric east Mediterranean. It is argued that healing and
medicine would probably have begun as closely related to magical and other ritual practices.
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